14 January 2019

URBIS

Dear Fiona

VARROVILLE SHR EXPANSION
FINAL POINTS FROM GBA PRESENTATION

I reinforce all of the material contained in my two reports that were submitted to the
IPC on 14 January 2019.
I strongly recommend to the IPC that, should it advise any form of SHR listing
expansion to the Minister for Heritage, it includes a recommendation that there
be a complete re-evaluation of the Heritage Significance Assessment and
Statement of Heritage Significance currently contained in the Heritage Council
submission.
That re-evaluation should take account of all of the additional research and analysis
that has been undertaken by specialised consultants on behalf of the Catholic
Metropolitan Cemeteries Trust over recent years.
It is a failure of due process to ignore the research and submissions of the affected
property owner while embracing without further questioning, the fanciful and
unsubstantiated submissions made by the adjoining property owner.
The Statement of Heritage Significance currently recommended by the Heritage
Council will not provide a sound and responsible basis for the management by OEH
and further evolution of the Varroville state by the current land owner for the next 100
plus years.
The whole logical basis of the current Statement of Significance is flawed and not fit
for purpose. It selectively embraces individual items of documentary evidence, while
making no attempt to assess these or to undertake any contextual analysis, before
making unjustifiable historic connections leading to conclusions of rarity and
exceptional significance.
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No historian would accept the wording of a 19 century real estate auction
promotional text, as wholly definitive and of unchallengeable validity, without detailed
contextual analysis.
No one could sensibly claim that a vineyard established in c1815 could possibly be
the second oldest in NSW, when vine cultivation was widespread across the Sydney
basin from the first years of settlement. No one has definitively linked the current
remnant planting layouts on Varroville with any particular period of viniculture in
th
th
either the 19 or 20 century.
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